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Isabelle Pine

Isabelle Pine is a player character played by Noodlewerfer.

Isabelle Pine

Nickname: Izzy
Species & Gender: Elysian Female

Date of Birth: YE 18
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: Engineer

Rank: Department head
Current Placement: Section 6

Preferred Plots:

Section 6/NDC1.

Physical Description

5'9 in height. Average build. Medium length brown hair. Light blue eyes. Fair skin. Large cerulean wings.
Caelisolan. D-cup bra size. Slightly higher pitch voice than normal.
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Personality

Izzy is very hard to distract once she gets started on something, though she is very hyper. She tries to be
kind to everyone though she can get quite annoying. She is VERY irritating when she gets drunk. She is a
major optimist.

Izzy likes to work but when someone can pull her away she also loves to have fun and laugh. She does
like to drink so if someone offers her alcohol she will take them up on it.

Izzy hates when someone intentionally sabotages her work or a machine that makes more work for her.
She dislikes when anyone brings negativity into a situation that she has managed to keep positive. She
dislikes anything that blocks her from alcohol.

History

Isabelle Pine was born in YE 18.

Izzy's mother was an archivist, and her father was an engineer. She had a pretty normal childhood but
decided to become an engineer for the Nepleslian military once she got older. She met Jack there and
soon their friendships evolved into a crush on her side. She heard that he joined the Skyguard and
decided to follow.

Isabelle eventually married Jack Pine in YE 39 and has been happy with him since. Their daughter Neera
was given an anthro body and adopted in the same year. In YE 40, Jack adopted Adilis and Adria. In mid
YE 40, Izzy gave birth to twins, Jack Pine II and Rose Pine. In late YE 40, Hades attacked. Their son Adilis
was kidnapped, but was rescued, now a daughter as a result of what Hades did. Section 6 also broke
away from the OSO around this time. In YE 41, Isabelle built Nyx and adopted her as their daughter.

Social Connections

Isabelle Pine is connected to:

Mother- Samantha Kazuko
Father- Mark Kazuko
Husband- Jack Pine
Daughter- Neera
Daughter- Adria
Daughter- Adi
Son- Jack Pine II
Daughter- Rose Pine
Daughter- Nyx
Niece- Chlorate
Brother in law- Mark Oaklen
Sister in law- Rose Ironhart-Pine
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Mother in law- Sarah Pine
Father in law- Daniel Pine
Sister in law- Sarah Pine

Skills Learned

Communications

Familiar with most other species languages. Standard knowledge of basic military communications.
Fluent in Seraphim and English.

Vehicles

Knows how to fully operate, maintain, and repair most known vehicles.

Medical

Knows intermediate first aid

Starship operations

Intermediate understanding in the operation of most space crafts and vessels.

Engineering

Can fix most things, except people.

Inventory & Finance

Isabelle Kazuko has the following items:

Basic Engineering Tools
2 Mechanic Jumpsuits
Owl Bracelet
Family Photo
Jack's Old Dogtag
1 Cerulean Bikini
2 light grey T-Shirts
2 pairs of blue jeans
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2 pairs of white shorts
2 Blue tank-tops
2 medium length red skirts
2 pairs of white leggings
6 pairs of underwear
6 bras
6 pairs of Socks
1 Red medium length dress
2 sets of red and white ankle length pajamas
2 pair flexi shoes
1 pair of black sunglasses
1 pair black work boots
1 pair bright, almost neon, pink tennis shoes
1 pair black flatts
1 Alexandrite Crystal Angel shaped necklace
White and cerulean wallet Datajockey
1 of Jack's black leather jackets with red trim, name and old rank on right breast
Jack's old utility combat knife
Burnt chunk of wall paneling (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 12-8, IC: 141-1009-19)
Recycled metal (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 58-9, IC: 521-3360-60)
Ke-M2-E3000 Leader Support Pack (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 2-27, IC: 111-12774-29)
Foam making device (YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 15-32, IC: 522-14265-46)
Chilled nuclear-materials container containing six cans of Nepleslian beer (YE 42 Salvage
Giveaway, TC: 60-44, IC: 2697-17041-97)

My Figments of Fantasia Profile

Name: Isabelle Evangelion

Gender: Female

Race: Snow Elf

Class: Rogue

Appearance: Isabelle is a 5'9 Elf with pale skin and light blue eyes. She has pointed ears that she keeps
her hair brushed behind. Personality: Same as in Real Life

History: Izzy grew up in a small village full of hunters, surrounded by forest. Her mother was a gatherer,
knowledgeable in different plants and herbs good for healing and eating. Her father was a hunter, like
most in her village and he was rather good at what he did. She grew up as the youngest in her family,
with three older brothers. When one of her brothers got killed in a hunting accident she decided it was
time to set off on her own adventure.
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OOC Information

OOC Notes

If you give this character alcohol you better be sure you can cut her off, if she drinks too much she will
start breaking stuff.

In the case Noodlewerfer becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Isabelle Pine
Character Owner Noodlewerfer
Character Status Active Player Character
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